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Abstract
Recent advances have enabled GPUs to be used as general-purpose
parallel processors on commodity hardware for little cost. However, the ability to program these devices has not kept up with their
performance. The programming model for GPUs has a number of
restrictions that make it difficult to program. For example, software running on the GPU cannot perform dynamic memory allocation, requiring the programmer to pre-allocate all memory the GPU
might use. To achieve good performance, GPU programmers must
also be aware of how data is moved between host and GPU memory
and between the different levels of the GPU memory hierarchy.
We describe Firepile, a library for GPU programming in Scala.
The library enables a subset of Scala to be executed on the GPU.
Code trees can be created from run-time function values, which
can then be analyzed and transformed to generate GPU code. A
key property of this mechanism is that it is modular: unlike with
other meta-programming constructs, the use of code trees need not
be exposed in the library interface. Code trees are general and can
be used by library writers in other application domains. Our experiments show Firepile users can achieve performance comparable to
C code targeted to the GPU with shorter, simpler, and easier-tounderstand code.
Categories and Subject Descriptors D.3.2 [Language Classifications]: Concurrent, distributed, and parallel languages, Objectoriented languages; D.3.4 [Processors]: Code generation, Compilers

C (or C++) level of abstraction. However, the programming models of these languages are restrictive, prohibiting a number of standard features of object-oriented languages, e.g., recursion, dynamic
memory allocation, and virtual method dispatch. In addition, programmers must explicitly manage the movement of data between
the host memory and the device and between layers of the memory hierarchy on the device. Achieving optimal performance often
relies on subtle details of the programming model. For example,
misalignment of memory accesses can degrade performance by an
order of magnitude [24].
This paper describes Firepile, a library for GPU programming
in Scala. Firepile hides details of GPU programming within the library, allowing programmers to focus on the problem they wish
to solve. The library performs facilities for managing devices and
memory. Collections classes support data-parallel, functional operations. Performance of Firepile-generated code is comparable
to C/C++ code. The library uses a novel approach of constructing code trees from function values at runtime. From these code
trees, Firepile generates OpenCL kernels to run on the GPU. Kernel functions may be written in Scala and may use objects, higherorder functions, and virtual methods. The run-time compiler uses
method specialization to translate these problematic constructs into
the subset of C accepted by the OpenCL specification. The code
tree mechanism provides advantages over explicit staging, as found
in Lisp and other programming languages [3, 21, 29–31], that otherwise might require annotations, special types, or other extensions
of standard Scala.

General Terms Languages
Keywords GPU, Scala, OpenCL, run-time code generation

1.

Introduction

Graphics processing units (GPUs) are increasingly being used to
solve general-purpose computational problems. A single GPU can
provide hundreds of processors at little cost. They are being used
for scientific data analysis, financial applications, digital signal processing, cryptography and other applications Yet, programming
these devices remains difficult. Languages such as OpenCL [22]
and CUDA [23] allow data-parallel programming of GPUs at the
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1.1

GPU programming

To help understand some of the challenges on GPU programming,
we first sketch the architecture of a GPU and how one is programmed. We illustrate using NVIDIA’s latest hardware architecture, Fermi [25] and the OpenCL programming model [22]; however, many of the same issues occur with other GPU architectures
and other GPU programming models.
A Fermi GPU consists of up to 16 streaming multiprocessors
(SM), each with 32 scalar processors, for a total of up to 512 cores.
Threads are executed in groups of 32 called warps. All threads in a
warp are executed using SIMD instructions on a single SM; that is,
all threads execute the same instruction simultaneously. OpenCL
abstracts threads and groups of threads into work items and work
groups, respectively. The number of work items in a work group
need not match the number of hardware threads in a warp.
A thread (work item) running on the GPU has access to multiple classes of memory. In addition to private, per-thread memory, all threads in a warp running on the same SM have access
to shared, per-SM memory. Correspondingly, in OpenCL all work
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Figure 1. Performing a reduction in parallel. Operations in each
row can be implemented independently. The output of the previous
row is input to the next.
items in a work group have access to shared, local memory.1 Finally, all threads running on the GPU have access to global GPU
memory. Typical memory sizes are 64 KB for per-block memory
and 256 MB up to 6 GB for global memory. In this architecture,
communication between threads is limited. Threads running on the
same SM can communicate through per-block memory. Threads
running on different SMs could communicate through global memory, but global memory provides no synchronization guarantees: a
write performed by a thread running on one SM will not be visible to a thread running at a different SM. OpenCL programmers
must allocate date to work items and work groups with all of these
restrictions in mind.
1.2

Example: reduce

To illustrate how the GPU architecture is utilized, consider a parallel reduction operation, a common building-block of many parallel
algorithms. The reduce operation takes a non-empty input array
with element type T and an associative function f : (T, T) → T. The
operation performs a reduction (or fold) on the array, computing a
single value of type T for the entire array by applying f to pairs
of elements. For instance, reducing an array of numbers with the +
operation will sum the array, reducing with max will compute the
maximum element of the array.
Because of the limited communication between threads on a
GPU, a reduce operation cannot be written in the same way as it
typically would be in a sequential program or in a parallel program
to run on multicore processor with shared memory. The developer
must keep in mind memory access limitations and the hierarchy
of work items and work groups. Global data is partitioned among
work groups, and each group can be allocated an area of per-group
local memory for its work items to perform their task.
The reduce operation is implemented as a kernel. Each work
item executes the kernel in parallel on a segment of the input array.
The kernel uses work group and work item identifiers to calculate
indices into global and local memory arrays. Using this approach,
reduction of an array of length n can be computed in parallel
log2 n rounds, illustrated in Figure 1. First, f is applied to pairs
1 CUDA

and OpenCL use different names to refer to similar concepts. Perthread memory is called local memory in CUDA, but private memory in
OpenCL. Per-block memory is called block memory in CUDA, but local
memory in OpenCL. We use the OpenCL terminology in this paper.

of elements, producing n/2 intermediate results. Then f is applied
to pairs of these elements, halving the number of elements again.
This process is repeated until one element remains.
To execute on a GPU, the array is first copied to GPU global
memory. Then, in the first round, pairs of elements of the array are
reduced and stored in a per-group local array. The remaining rounds
read from this local array. All SMs thus run in parallel on their
own data. Since each round depends on writes to the local memory
performed by the previous round, a memory barrier is required to
ensure these writes are visible to other threads running in that work
group. In the end, each work group produces a single value.
Because writes at one SM are not visible to other SMs, the
reduction of these intermediate per-group results cannot be completed on the GPU. Hence, the next step is to write each of the
per-group results back to global memory. From here, the results, a
much shorter array, are copied back to the host memory, and the
reduction is completed on the CPU.
Using OpenCL, before invoking the kernel, the programmer
must explicitly allocate storage on the GPU for the input, output,
and local arrays. The programmer must also explicitly copy the
input to the GPU’s global memory and copy back the output.
In addition, because C does not support first-class functions and
because OpenCL does not allow dynamic dispatch, a new version
of reduce must be written for each function f. This code duplication
can be avoided by using the C preprocessor, but this is potentially
error-prone.
1.3

Reduce in Firepile

Using Firepile’s GPUArray class, to compute the sum of an array A
via parallel reduction, one simply calls:
A.reduce(0)(_+_)
Figure 2 shows the implementation of reduce in the GPUArray
class. The code is based on an example from the NVIDIA OpenCL
SDK.2 The implementation of reduce handles partitioning of the
problem space and specifying how the operation should be parallelized. This implementation is built on top of a lower-level device
library [6], handles the details of data movement to and from the
GPU, and compiles Scala code into OpenCL kernels, as described
in Section 3.
The reduce method starts by partitioning the problem space
by rounding the input array size up to the next power of two
and dividing it into blocks of equal length. Each work group will
work on a different block, and each work item is responsible for
computing a single output or intermediate result. Each work group
thus accesses one segment of the array, performing a reduction into
a local array.
The call to space.spawn invokes the reduce kernel on the GPU.
The spawn method takes a call-by-name parameter. The block of
code containing the kernel implementation is passed as a closure
into spawn. The spawn method then compiles this block at run time
into an OpenCL kernel.
Bytecode of the block passed to spawn is loaded into Soot
for further examination. Case classes for Soot units representing
bytecode expressions are matched for the generation of code trees
that will later be translated into OpenCL C code for execution on
the device.
The compiler has access to the environment of the block, allowing it to specialize the code based on the run-time values z and f.
For instance, in the call to reduce above, the compiler can generate
a specialized version of reduce using the + operator.
Although the GPU itself does not support dynamic memory allocation, the programmer can allocate memory within code passed
2 http://developer.nvidia.com/opencl-sdk-code-samples.

to spawn. The compiler identifies array and object allocations
within the kernel body and generates code to run on the host to
allocate sufficient storage in GPU memory before the kernel is invoked. When the kernel is invoked, the input array is copied to the
GPU. When the kernel completes, the output array is copied from
the GPU into host memory. Unlike with the C API for OpenCL, the
programmer does not need to specify the kind of memory (global,
local, etc.) to allocate. Instead, the Firepile compiler analyzes the
code to determine where a given buffer should be allocated. Movement of data between the host and GPU device are also handled by
the library.
Developers can use the GPUArray library to program at a highlevel or can implement their own kernels using the lower-level
mechanisms provided by Firepile. Even at this lower level, tedious
details of data movement and memory allocation are handled by
the library rather than by the kernel developer.
1.4

Organization

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
the code tree mechanism used to translate Scala code into GPU kernels. Section 3 presents the Firepile library and compiler, including
object and function translations and memory management. In Section 4, we describe our experiments and present our results. Related
work is discussed in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6 we conclude
and discuss of future work.

2.

Code trees

In this section we describe the mechanism by which Firepile translates Scala code into OpenCL kernels to run on the GPU. The key
idea is to create code trees from run-time function values. These
trees can then be analyzed by the program and, in the case of
Firepile, compiled into OpenCL C code.
The spawn method introduced in Section 1.3 serves as the entry
point for the translation mechanism of Firepile. The method translates its argument, a function value, into an abstract syntax tree representing the function. These abstract syntax trees are implemented
using tree classes based on the scala.reflect.generic.Tree
subclasses in Scala standard library. The standard library classes
were not used directly since using them requires implementing
a large number of abstract classes and methods that were not
needed.3
Code trees are constructed from function values by locating the
JVM bytecode for the function, loading and parsing it, reconstructing Scala type and symbol information, and then finally creating
the trees from the bytecode instructions.
The Scala compiler translates function values into anonymous
Java objects with an apply method. This translation is illustrated
for the function (x: Int) => x + a in Figure 3(a). Here, a is a
local variable captured by the closure. Function invocation is translated into a call to the apply method. Variables captured by the
function body are represented in bytecode as fields of the function
object. Uses of these captured variables are translated into field accesses. In the example, the captured variable a is translated into the
field a$1. The Scala compiler translates function creation into instantiation of the anonymous function object, passing the captured
variables into the function object constructor, which initializes the
fields.
The code tree constructed from the bytecode for (x: Int) =>
x + a is shown in Figure 3(b). The code tree nodes are instances
of the case classes in Figure 4. By using Scala case classes, pattern
matching can be done on code trees, making it easier to identify
complex code sequences that need special handling in GPU code
generation.
3 http://github.com/dubochet/scala-reflection/wiki.

1 def reduce(z: A)(f: (A,A) => A)
2
(implicit dev: Device): A = {
3
4
val input = this.array
5
6
val n = input.length
7
8
// partition the problem by padding out to the next
9
// power of 2, and dividing into equal-length blocks
10
val space = dev.defaultPaddedBlockPartition(n)
11
12
// spawn the computation on the GPU, returning
13
// an array with one result per block
14
val results = space.spawn {
15
// allocate output in global storage
16
val output = Array.ofDim[A](space.groups.size)
17
18
// for each block, in parallel
19
for (g <- space.groups) {
20
// allocate temp in per-block storage
21
val temp = Array.ofDim[A](g.items.size)
22
23
// for each thread, in parallel
24
for (item <- g.items) {
25
val i = item.id
26
val j = g.id * (g.items.size * 2) + i
27
28
// do the first round of the reduction into
29
// per-block storage
30
temp(i) = if (j < n) input(j) else z
31
32
if (j + g.items.size < n)
33
temp(i) = f(temp(i), input(j + g.items.size))
34
35
// make sure subsequent rounds can see
36
// the writes to temp
37
g.barrier
38
39
// do the remaining log(n) rounds
40
var k = g.items.size / 2
41
42
while (k > 0) {
43
if (i < k)
44
temp(i) = f(temp(i), temp(i + k))
45
g.barrier
46
k /= 2
47
}
48
49
// copy the result back into global memory
50
if (i == 0)
51
output(g.id) = temp(0)
52
}
53
}
54
55
output
56
}
57
58
// finish the reduction on the CPU
59
results.reduceLeft(f)
60 }

Figure 2. Reduce in Firepile

2.1

Constructing code trees at run time

Loading the function bytecode The first step in constructing the
code tree for a function is to locate the bytecode for the function.
Given a function f, the java.lang.Class for f can be retrieved
with f.getClass. Using the class object, the bytecode is loaded
from the classpath into the Soot bytecode analysis framework [33].
The code for the function object’s apply method is then located.

public final class A$$anonfun$m$1
Function(List(LocalValue(_, x, scala.Int)),
extends scala.runtime.AbstractFunction1
Apply(Select(Ident(LocalValue(_, x, _)),
{
Method(scala.Int.$plus, scala.Int)),
private final int a$1;
List(Select(Ident(ThisType(A$$anonfun$m$1), _),
public int apply(int x) { return x + this.a$1; }
Field(a$1, scala.Int)))))
public A$$anonfun$m$1(int a) { this.a$1 = a; }
}

(a) Java translation of (x:Int) => x+a (simplified)

(b) Code tree for (x:Int) => x+a

Figure 3. Translation to Java and code tree for the function (x:Int) => x+a where a has been captured from the environment of the
function. The Scala compiler generates JVM bytecode similar to the code generated for the Java code in (a). We use Java syntax rather than
bytecode syntax since it is more readable. The Scala compiler generates additional methods in the function object, which we elide, to allow
it to be used with generics and for type specialization. The code tree in (b) has been simplified to remove temporary variables. is used to
elide symbols.
Tree class
Function(formals,body)

Description
Function tree containing list of formal parameter symbols and body
tree.
ValDef(symbol,rhs)
Definition of a value represented by
symbol with rhs tree for initialization.
Assign(lhs,rhs)
Assign rhs expression to lhs target.
Select(qual,symbol)
Selection of method or field
symbol to be invoked on qual.
Apply(fun,args)
Apply a function fun to arguments
list args.
Method(name,type)
Symbol for a method with name and
return type type.
LocalValue(owner,name,type) Symbol to represent a local value
with owner, name, and type.
If(cond,tcase,fcase)
A conditional branch.
Literal(value)
A literal value.
Target(symbol,body)
A branch target with label symbol
and body.
Goto(target)
Represents a jump to a target symbol target.
Block(stmts,type)
Represents a code block containing
a tree of statements stmts with result type type.

Figure 4. Selected code tree classes
Type reconstruction One challenge with constructing code trees
is that type information is lost in translation from Scala to JVM
bytecode. Before building trees, an analysis is performed to reconstruct Scala types from the bytecode. Many Scala types are easily
inferred due to the Scala compiler directly mapping these to appropriate JVM equivalents. For instance, primitive types such as
scala.Int and scala.Float are compiled into their corresponding JVM types. scala.Array[T] is likewise mapped to a T[] array. However, many Scala types, e.g., structural types and type parameters of generic types, do not have a corresponding JVM equivalent. In addition, the types of local variables and operand stack
temporaries are not represented directly in the bytecode.
The Scala compiler encodes signature information for each
method and field as attributes in the class file. These give the Scala
types of formal parameters and return types. Using the formal parameter types and the types of any fields and methods a method m
accesses as a starting point, a simple forward flow analysis can be
used to reconstruct the types of m’s local variables and temporaries.
Tree construction Code trees are generated from the Soot representation of the method bytecode. The translation is mostly
straightforward. Scala extractor objects are used to conveniently

match various elements of Soot’s bytecode representation. The
function itself is represented by a Function object, shown in Figure 4. Most Scala expression or type forms have a corresponding
Tree class. Branches are represented using Goto nodes; loops are
not reconstructed.
Formal parameters and local variables are mapped to instances
of the LocalValue class. LocalValue(owner,name,type) trees
contain an owner Symbol, a parameter name String, and a Type.
Symbol is an abstract class representing a class, type, method,
variable, or similar declaration. The Type classes correspond to the
various types constructors defined in the Scala specification [26].
In Scala, primitive operations such as + are actually method
calls on values of the primitive classes (e.g., scala.Int), unary
and binary bytecode instructions are therefore translated into
method calls, represented by the Apply class. For example, the
iadd bytecode instruction, which adds two integers a and b is
translated into the node for a.$plus(b):4
Apply(Select(Ident(LocalValue(_, a, _)),
Method(scala.Int.$plus, scala.Int)),
List(Ident(LocalValue(_, b, _))))
Figure 3(b) shows an example of the tree generated from the
function (x: Int) => x + a, where a is a value captured from the
environment of the function. The Function tree is generated containing a list of LocalValues for the parameters to the function.
A method of type scala.Int representing + is then applied to the
field a of class ThisType(A$$anonfun$m$1), which is the type
of the function itself.

3.

The Firepile compiler

The Firepile library provides collections classes to perform dataparallel operations on a GPU. We expect most users to write programs that use these classes. However, to implement these collections classes, and to provide more control over GPU resources, the
library also provides lower-level classes and methods for device
and memory management, as well as a compiler for translating
Scala functions into kernels to run on the GPU. In this section, we
focus on the Firepile compiler and in particular how the code trees
described in Section 2 are used to implement the compiler.
3.1

Writing a kernel

Consider again the reduce example from Figure 2 in Section 1.3.
An input array of element type A is passed into the reduce method
along with a reduction operation f and an initial value z. The
method is written in an explicitly parallel style. The problem space
is mapped onto a one-dimensional grid of work items, one for each
element of the input array, padded out to the next power of two (line
4 For

conciseness, we elide some sub-expressions by writing .

8). Each work item corresponds to a single thread on the GPU. The
grid of work items is then partitioned into a set of work groups, each
of which corresponds to a set of threads that execute on the same
streaming multiprocessor (SM) on the GPU. All work items can
access global memory. Each work group has its own local memory
that can be used to share data between work items in the group.
The method then spawns a computation to run on the GPU (lines
14–56). On the GPU, an output array is allocated (line 16) into
which the result will be written. In the generated code, the call to
allocate memory on the GPU is actually performed on the CPU.
Each work group will write to one element of output.
Next, each work group executes code in parallel with the other
work groups (lines 19–53). Each group creates an array of the group
size (line 21) in the local memory for that group. Again, in the generated code, the actual allocation runs on the CPU. This array will
be used to share partial results between work items in the group.
Next, each work item performs the same computation in parallel
on different segments of the input array (lines 24–52). First, two
elements of input are reduced into one element of the temp array.
Then, log2 |group| additional reduction operations are performed
on the temp array. After each reduction operation, a barrier is executed to ensure that other work items in the group observe the
writes to the array. Barriers on local memory are the only synchronization operation on the GPU supported by OpenCL. These operations put the reduced value for the work group’s segment of the
input array into temp(0). The first work item in the group copies
this partial result to the output array (lines 50–51), which is then
returned to the CPU (line 55). Finally, the partial reduction results
are reduced sequentially on the CPU (line 59).
The spawn function invokes the run-time compiler on the code
block that is passed into it. It has the following signature:
def spawn(block: => Unit): Unit
The formal parameter type => Unit indicates that block is a callby-name argument of type Unit. Passing by name allows spawn
to compile and run block as an OpenCL kernel rather than having
block execute on the CPU. The block passed to spawn is responsible for assigning computation to the appropriate work items and
work groups to be run on the GPU. In general, the block consists of
one or more nested loops over work groups and work items. Any
data declared in the scope of the group loop (line 19) but outside
of the items loop (line 24) is treated as local memory to the work
group and can be shared among the work items. Only array or variable declarations are expected in this code block since statements
can only be executed by work items. The run-time compiler verifies that the code follows the expected pattern. The spawn method
compiles the body of the work-item loop into a kernel. The kernel is
specialized on function values captured by the block. The results of
the compilation is memoized so that the next invocation of spawn
on the same code block, with a compatible environment, does not
recompile the code.
3.2

The run-time compiler

The Firepile compiler generates OpenCL kernels using code trees
described in Section 2. The spawn function first constructs a code
tree for its code block argument as outlined in Section 2. The trees
are then compiled into C through a recursive translation function.
The C code is, in turn, compiled by the JavaCL [6] library into a
binary to be executed on the GPU.
Variables captured by the block passed to spawn—for instance
the input array in Figure 2—are compiled into function parameters in the generated code. When the kernel is invoked, these parameters are initialized by copying data from the CPU into the GPU’s
global memory.

struct Object {
int __id;
};
struct A {
struct Object _Object;
int x;
};
struct B {
struct A _A;
int y;
};

union Object_sub {
int __id;
struct Object _Object;
struct B _B;
struct A _A;
}
union A_sub {
int __id;
struct B _B;
struct A _A;
};
union B_sub {
int __id;
struct B _B;
};

Figure 5. Firepile class translation
The compiler assumes a closed world: any classes that will be
used in the generated code are assumed to be available during compilation. Since the compiler is often invoked immediately before the
kernel is run, this assumption usually holds. Any methods invoked
by the kernel function being compiled are also compiled into native
code. Any types referenced by the code block are also translated.
Built-in Scala data types are translated into C primitive types
(e.g., scala.Float is translated into float). Arrays are translated
into a two-word struct containing a field for the array length and a
pointer to a buffer containing the array elements.
Because virtual dispatch is not supported by OpenCL, dispatch
tables are not generated for each class; instead, objects are translated into a tagged union: that is, an object of class C is compiled
into a struct containing a one-word type tag and a union of all possible subclasses of C. These tags will later be used to simulate virtual
dispatch as described in Section 3.4. Methods are translated into C
functions that take an explicit this parameter as their first argument.
Rather than treating first-class functions like regular Scala objects, they are instead handled specially. Since the compiler has
access to the run-time environment of the code it is compiling, it
can often identify the actual function values passed into a method
and will then generate a specialized version of the method for that
value. For instance, given the call A.foldLeft(0)(_+_) the compiler will generate a specialized version of foldLeft that returns
the sum of the elements of A. If the function value has captured
variables, the function’s environment is translated into a C struct
containing fields for each of the captured variables. This structure
is passed into methods that take the function as an argument.
3.3

Class translation

Figure 5 illustrates how the following Scala classes are translated.
class A(val x: Int) { ... }
class B extends A(val y: Int) { ... }
Each class is translated into a struct and a union. The struct for class
C represents an object of exactly that class. Each struct begins with
the struct for its immediate superclass. The built-in Object class is
translated into a struct with a type tag used to implement method
dispatch, as described in the next section. The union generated for
C is the union of the structs for all subclasses of C, plus the type tag.
The union is used whenever a value that could be any subclass of C
is needed. A source-language variable with type C is translated into
a variable of the union type.

int A_m(A_sub* _this, int _arg0) { ... }
int B_m(B_sub* _this, int _arg0) { ... }
int dispatch_A_m(A_sub* _this, int _arg0) {
switch (_this->__id) {
case A_ID: {
return A_m((A_sub*) _this, _arg0);
}
case B_ID: {
return B_m((B_sub*) _this, _arg0);
}
}
}
Figure 6. Dispatch method for a method m with two possible
implementing classes
3.4

Expression translation

When generating C code, the compiler performs pattern matching
on the code trees. It first identifies certain known expressions that
need to be handled specially on the GPU. These include accesses
to the work group and work item identifiers, which are compiled
into library calls in the generated kernel. Calls representing primitive operations like + are translated into the appropriate operation.
The Firepile library also provides utility classes such as unsigned
integers (useful when porting C code to Scala) and math operations
analogous to those provided by the OpenCL math library. These are
also handled specially by the compiler.
Since the GPU does not support virtual calls, these must be
translated into nonvirtual calls. First, the compiler enumerates the
possible receivers of the method to determine if it is monomorphic.
This is done by first checking the modifiers of the class and the
method for a final declaration. If the class and method are not
final, the known subclasses are searched to determine if they
override the method. If the method call is found to be monomorphic
then the called method is recursively translated and a nonvirtual
invocation is generated. If the call is not monomorphic, a call is
generated to a dispatch method, which performs a switch on the
object’s type tag to invoke the appropriate method nonvirtually.
Consider a call to a non-monomorphic method m that could be
implemented in either of classes A or B from Section 3.3.
val a: A = ...
a.m(10)
The call is translated into the following call to the dispatch function
in Figure 6:
A_sub* a = ...;
dispatch_A_m(a, 10);
The types A_sub and B_sub used in the figure are defined in
Figure 5.
A potential performance issue that can arise from simulating
polymorphic calls is warp divergence when performing a method
call over a collection of mixed types. Depending on the dynamic
type of an item in a collection, a given method call may be dispatched to different functions in different threads executing within
the same warp on an SM. Because of the SIMD execution model,
the different execution paths will be serialized, resulting a slowdown. A possible optimization is to split the collection into separate arrays based on their run-time type, thus making the calls
monomorphic and avoiding the warp divergence. Rearranging the
collection to clustering elements of the same type would have a
similar effect. We plan to support these optimizations in later versions of Firepile.

The compiler also handles array and object allocation specially.
Since dynamic allocation cannot be performed on the GPU, all
memory used by a kernel on the GPU must be pre-allocated before
the kernel is invoked. Memory is allocated in one of the levels
of the GPU memory hierarchy: global, local, and private. It must
also be determined whether a given global array is to be used for
input, output, or both. Most object allocation is simply rejected by
the compiler. The kernel can only access objects passed into the
compiler. The compiler identifies array allocations and based on
their scope determines in which class of memory to allocate the
array before the kernel is invoked. If the array does not escape the
scope of the kernel’s work-item loop, it is allocated in per-thread
private memory; if it does not escape the scope of the kernel’s workgroup loop, it is allocated in per-group local memory. Otherwise,
it is allocated in global memory. Since all memory used by the
GPU must be pre-allocated before the kernel is invoked, allocation
within loops that run on the GPU are prohibited. An allocation
site in a given scope must dominate the exit of that scope. In
addition, if the size of the array depends on a value computed by
the kernel itself, the allocation is rejected. We plan to implement
a more thorough memory analysis in the future, computing the
memory requirements of the kernel as functions of the kernel’s
formal parameters.
Other expression types such as basic control constructs are
translated in a straightforward manner. Exception throws are rejected by the compiler; exception handlers are simply elided from
the generated code.

4.

Experimental results

To evaluate the performance of Firepile, examples from the NVIDIA
OpenCL SDK5 were ported to Scala to use the library. The original
examples are implemented in C++ with kernel code in the OpenCL
subset of C with no optimizations beyond what is demonstrated in
the example code added. The chosen examples are summarized in
Figure 7. In addition to Reduce (similar to the code in Figure 2),
Black-Scholes, matrix–vector multiplication (MVM), the discrete
cosine transform (DCT8x8), and matrix transpose were ported.
All benchmarks were run with four of the same problem sizes for
each benchmark. Command-line options for problems sizes were
added to the C++ versions when needed. For all benchmarks except MVM, problem sizes increase exponentially; the problem size
for MVM increases linearly. The benchmarks were chosen to not
exceed the capabilities of the current Firepile implementation. For
instance, benchmarks with OpenCL vector operations were not
ported since Firepile does not yet support these operations.
We compared Firepile against two C++ versions of each benchmark. In addition to the NVIDIA implementation of the benchmark, we constructed a hybrid version by replacing the NVIDIA
kernel code with the Firepile-generated kernel. All other code, including the code to copy data to and from the GPU is identical to
the original C++ version. This hybrid version is used to determine
if performance differences between Firepile and the NVIDIA code
can be attributed to the kernel translation or to differences in device
initialization or data movement.
The three versions of each benchmark were run with the same
data values and range of problem sizes. Experiments were performed on a system with a 3.0GHz Intel Core 2 Quad Q9650
CPU, 8GB RAM, and an NVIDIA GeForce 9800GT graphics card
with 512MB of video memory, running Windows 7 Professional
64-bit. Firepile was compiled and run with Scala 2.9.0 and Java
1.6.0 24b07 using the HotSpot VM.
For each problem size and configuration tested, the benchmark
was executed 30 times and the results averaged. To reduce inter5 http://developer.nvidia.com/opencl-sdk-code-samples.

Benchmark
Reduce
Black-Scholes
Matrix–vector multiplication (MVM)
Discrete cosine transform (DCT8x8)
Matrix-transpose

Sizes
220 , 221 , 222 , 223
2M, 4M, 8M, 16M
12.1M, 13.2M, 14.3M, 15.4M
218 , 219 , 220 , 221
216 , 218 , 220 , 222

Figure 7. Summary of benchmarks run for Firepile and C++

ference from the JIT compiler, each kernel execution consisted of a
warm-up run followed by 16 repetitions. Warm-up runs were not included in the reported times. Results are shown in Figure 8. The hybrid configuration for Black-Scholes for a data size of 16M crashed
the graphics card driver on our test system and times were not collected.
Firepile performance compares favorably to the NVIDIA implementation. For most benchmarks, run times for all three configurations were within 15%. The execution times for the hybrid
configuration were between the times for the NVIDIA and Firepile
configurations, as expected. With most benchmarks the NVIDIA
C++ code outperformed Firepile, again as expected. The Firepile
version of the Reduce benchmark performed as well as the NVIDIA
and hybrid versions. The Firepile version of MVM was faster than
the NVIDIA and hybrid versions. Firepile did not perform as well
on DCT8x8, with execution times nearly double the NVIDIA version.
Execution time differences can be attributed to a variety of factors. First, there are differences between the generated kernel and
the hand-written kernel. While the algorithms used were the same,
Firepile generated kernels introduce additional temporary variables
and use goto statements rather than structured control flow statements. In addition, placement and alignment of data differs from
the C++ versions. In particular, arrays in the C++ version do not
have a length field. The C++ versions of the code can also make use
of pointer arithmetic, while Firepile generated kernels do not. The
NVIDIA version of Matrix-transpose performed consistently better
across all problem sizes. We attribute this difference to the heavy
use of pointer arithmetic for data access into global arrays. The
Black-Scholes benchmark generated the highest number of temporary variables of the benchmarks tested and performed slower
than the NVIDIA example as expected. Additional temporaries can
increase the memory footprint of a kernel by requiring it to use
more private memory. A larger footprint can then reduce parallelism since the GPU can support only a fixed amount of private
memory per SM.
There are also differences in data movement between the configurations. Because Firepile arrays have a length field, this additional data is copied to the GPU when the kernel is invoked. Array
lengths are copied to the GPU in the hybrid configuration as well.
For MVM, Firepile was 15% faster than both the NVIDIA and hybrid configurations, indicating that data copying times were faster.
In contrast, the Firepile version of DCT8x8 was consistently slower
than the other configurations.
Additional optimizations we have planned for later versions of
the library should help to close the performance gap with the native
versions of the kernels, while maintaining Firepile’s ease of use.

5.

Related work

5.1

Meta programming

Lisp [29] was the first language to introduce meta-programming
features. Lisp supports quasiquoting [3], which allows programmers to construct code templates with “holes” that can be filled in

with concrete values. Various forms of quasiquoting are supported
in many languages nowadays, including Scheme [15], Haskell [21],
and C] [9]. MetaML [31] and MetaOCaml [30] support typechecking of quoted code. Scala has some experimental quasiquoting support in the class scala.reflect.Code. The Mnemonics [28] library uses this feature to generate bytecode from function
values—the inverse of our code trees.
A key difference between our approach and quasiquoting is that
our code trees are constructed at run time from function values.
With quasiquoting, code trees are constructed statically by the
programmer. By constructing trees statically, library writers who
want access to the code of functions passed into the library must
require that code trees, rather than functions, be passed into the
library. Consider the reduce function from Figure 2. Rather than
passing in a function of type (A,A) => A, the programmer would
instead pass in a code tree, e.g., of type Code[(A,A) => A]. This
exposes details of the implementation of the library to the caller. If
the call to a function like reduce is hidden under a stack of other
functions, then the use of code trees is exposed further.
Java [11] and other JVM languages also support code introspection or reflection features. These allow the programmer to inspect
objects at run time and to access their members without having
static knowledge. Firepile’s code tree construction extends this feature by allowing introspection on the implementation of an object
or function.
Bytecode instrumentation is an another approach we considered
taking with Firepile. Java 6 supports agents in the java.lang.instrument package. Agents are loaded into the VM to intercept class
loading and can rewrite classes as they are loaded. They can be used
to implement new language features. For example, Deuce [17] adds
software transactional memory support to Java through bytecode
instrumentation. Our code trees differ from Java agents in that the
program representation is at a higher level. Code trees are closer to
the original Scala code than to Java bytecode. The Scala program
itself, rather than an external entity, has control over when and how
the trees are constructed.
Compiler plugins provide another way to extend the base programming language with new functionality. Compiler plugins extend the base compiler with new semantics by adding new compiler
passes. For instance, the ScalaCL compiler plugin [7] transforms
uses of the standard Scala collections library into OpenCL kernels.
The ScalaQL plugin [10] extends Scala with database queries.
5.2

GPU programming

The two most widely used programming models for GPUs are
CUDA [23] an OpenCL [22]. Both provide similar abstractions
and require explicit management of data movement to and from
the GPU as well as between the different classes of memory on
the GPU. Firepile generates OpenCL kernels. OpenCL kernels are
written in an “extended subset” of C with no support for dynamic
memory allocation, function pointers, or recursion. OpenCL C supports additional vector types not found in standard C. Firepile
does not support these vector types. Wrappers for both CUDA and
OpenCL exist for several languages, including Python [16, 19, 27]
and Java [6, 14, 34].
CLyther [8] is an extension of Python with OpenCL support.
CLyther provides access to OpenCL APIs like PyOpenCL, allows
device memory management, and supports an emulation mode for
OpenCL code. Similarly to Firepile, CLyther performs dynamic
compilation of a subset of the base language (viz. Python) into
OpenCL kernels.
An alternative for runtime code generation using Scala is to use
the Scala compiler’s plugin mechanism. The ScalaCL plugin [7]
translates Scala code into corresponding kernel code, employing
JavaCL wrappers for execution. Originally, ScalaCL allowed ker-
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classes and an optimized execution graph that is executed by the

nels to be written using an embedded DSL for specifying parallel
computation on GPUs. The compiler plugin now identifies Scala
loops that can be parallelized and transforms these to run on the
GPU. The ScalaCL feature that performs translation is restricted
to be used only with selected operations of its parallel collection
library, whereas Firepile attempts to translate as much of Scala as
possible and allows users to write root level kernel functions using
Scala.
A hybrid compile time/runtime approach is taken by the commercial product from TidePowerd called GPU.NET [12]. GPU.NET
enables GPU acceleration of .NET languages including C], F], and
VB.NET. Methods must be annotated as kernels and kernel code
generation from .NET bytecode (CIL) is performed behind the
scenes and embedded inside assemblies. Memory transfers and
scheduling are all performed in the background and programmers
need not have any knowledge of the GPU architecture. Runtime
plugins determine how the final assembly will be executed on available hardware, or executed on the CPU as a fallback option.
Accelerator [32] is a library for use with multicore CPUs and
DX9 GPUs in order to increase performance of parallel code (array
processing) execution. Intended for use with .NET, Accelerator
programs are typically written in F] or C] 4.0, although using
unmanaged C++ remains an option. Like GPU.NET, Accelerator
supports multiple .NET languages.
Aparapi [1] is an API for AMD GPUs that allows the expression of data-parallel workloads in Java. Aparapi translates a subset
of Java into OpenCL code. The subset is restricted to allow only
primitive data types and one-dimensional arrays. In addition, primitive scalar fields are read only, static field support is limited, arrays
cannot be passed as method arguments, nor can their lengths be accessed. Static methods, method overloading, recursion, and object
allocation are all unsupported.
Chafi et al. [5] introduce Delite, a framework for parallelization
of DSLs that can use Scala ASTs as their base. Delite performs
parallel optimizations and data chunking, and allows for translation
to C++ for execution on target systems. Delite includes classes that
can be used to specify parallel execution patterns such as Map,
Reduce, ZipWith, and Scan. Kernels can be generated from these

Delite runtime.
Functional languages are a natural choice for data-parallel programming on (or off) GPUs. Nikola [20] is a first-order language
for array computations that is embedded in Haskell and is compiled
to CUDA. Low-level details such as data marshaling, size inference of buffers, management of memory, and loop parallelization
are handled automatically. The quasiquoting feature of GHC [21]
is used in translation to CUDA code and allows CUDA code to be
written in as a Haskell program. Nikola supports both compile-time
and run-time code generation.
Lee et al. [18] demonstrate GPU kernels embedded in Haskell
as data-parallel array computations, mixing CPU and GPU computations while taking advantage of the type system to avoid some
of the constraints associated with GPU architectures. The domain
specific language used to write kernels is restricted to what can be
compiled to CUDA. A run-time compiler GPU.gen translates the
DSL into CUDA code and dynamically links it to the Haskell program using the Haskell plugins library.
There are several dedicated languages for GPUs and other accelerators. CUDA [23] supports GPU programming through an extension of C++. The Brook language [4] extends the C with dataparallel constructs for stream programming on GPUs. Kernels are
mapped to Cg shaders by the source-to-source compiler and the
Brook runtime handles kernel execution. The Liquid Metal system [2, 13] introduces the Lime programming language and runtime for acceleration designed to be executed across many architectures, including CPUs and FPGAs. Unlike Firepile, Liquid Metal
requires the use of a special purpose language for programming accelerators in order to be more adaptable to data-parallel programming (functional, stream computing, bit-level processing, etc).

6.

Conclusions

General-purpose computing on GPUs remains a difficult task.
GPUs have a restricted programming model, disallowing features
such as dynamic memory management and virtual methods. The
Firepile library supports a richer programming model, allowing
kernels to be written in Scala. Firepile works by translating func-

tion values at run time into code trees, from which GPU kernels
can be generated. Performance of Firepile kernels is comparable to
the performance of native C code.
Future plans for Firepile are to support more features of Scala—
object allocation in particular—and to explore GPU-specific optimizations in the context of OO languages. Firepile currently supports only simple kernel where inputs are copied to the GPU, a
kernel is run, and then outputs are copied back to the host. We wish
to support more complex scenarios where multiple kernels are executed with minimal data movement between the host and GPU.
We also plan to explore the use of run-time generated code trees to
implement other domain-specific extensions of Scala.
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